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CAMPUS
Columbia's own wins
another Oscar

Train: On track for
success

College buys historic
Ludington building

Fire damage could top $ 1 M; MCP may reope n next mont h
Senior Editors

By Gloria Brand
Slaff Writer
Expand ing its considerable ownership of South Loop l?roperties,
Columbia College closed a deal last week on the $4.9 million purchase of the I 08-y ear-o ld Ludington building at I I 04 S. Wabash, the
largest siructure bought by Columbia in I0 years.
Eight stories high wtth 182,000 sq uare feet, the bu ilding will
reportedly provide an expansion space for currently oversized co llege departments. " We are trying to address the departments that
have current [spacel inadequacy and that's the first objective", said
Columbia Provost! f':xecutive Vice President Bert Gall.
Gall said that the building may also be used for an expanded
Student Life center.
The Ludington bui lding was designed by architect Will iam Le
Baron Jenney, the " father of the skYscraper," and constructed in
189 1. It origmally housed the American Book Company ; because of
its terra cotta surface and its unique construction style, the building
was designated a Chicago landmark by the c ity in 1996. It is also on
the National Register of Historic Places.
According to a Chicago Tribune report last week, the school will
spend an additional $9 mil lion to $1 S million for the bui lding's renovation over the next three years.
C ontributing: Bruno Vander Velde

Duff talks to 'Newsbeat'
By Patrick M. Walsh
Executive Editor

Co lumbia president John Duff met with the student-produced news
show, Newsbear, to address pertinent student issues and to examine
the schoo l's future.
Bring ing students together is the most important aspect of helping
the schoo l move forward. One step, according to Duff, is the installation of a student counc il. " By havmg an organ ized student body, then
the admin istration knows more about what the students want " he
sai d.
'
Duff also d iscussed the resolution of the P-Fac dispute. For the fi rst
time ever, a part-ti me faculty unionized in an effo rt to raise their
wages and benefi ts. The story brought national attention and the deal
could possibly serve as the impetus for other schools to fo llow.
According to Duff, the eventual P-Fac reso lution
helped both sides. "The agreement was good for
both the adjunct facu lty and the college," he said.
The agreement wi ll .POst Columbia about $ 1.5 mi llion a year.
Dur ing Duff's seve n-year tenure, he has
increased the coll ege's endowment, the money that
is ava ilable for possible use, from $3 million to $50
mill ion. That money has been used to expand campus and dorm space.
But not all IS not well, accord ing to some students. When asked why students cannot register fo r
classes on-line, Duff responded, "You probably
to crawl before you can walk, and walk before
you can run ." A task force has now been set up to look into the problem and will be headed by the provost.
One question from the audience seemed to throw Duff for a loop.
It seems that to become a security guard for Columbia, the offi cers
must only take 20 hours of train ing to qualify. Duff noted that he was
unaware of this, but that [20 hours o f tra ining] "does seem a tad low."
Duff's main goals now are to establish better ties with the alumni
and to find more sources of inco me in an effort to keep tuitio n lower.
He noted that Co lumbia is the cheapest independent institution in the
Chicago area, but d id not say whether or not tuition will increase.
4

March 23- T he day
the Black.hawks died

Cleanup continues in Museum
B y James Boozer &
Bruno VanderVelde
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Damage-related
expenses
from a March 7 fire at the
Museum
of Contemporary
Photography could cost about $1
million, according to school officials.
Work continued this week as
crews repaired damage caused by
the early morning ftre, located on
the first and second fl oor of the
main campus building, 600 S.
Michigan.
Whi le a majority of the damage was contained to the museum, there was also some destruction to a second floor computer
lab, offices on the second and
third floors,and the basement's
recently-remodeled Underground
Cafe.
The Fi nancial Aid and
Admissions offices and the
Underground Cafe reopened
after being closed last Monday.
Second-floor Freshman Seminar
classes have returned after being
temporarily relocated to the
Torco Bldg., 624 S. Michigan.
The co mputer lab on the second floor of the main building
remains closed and is not expected to reopen until computers and
other equipment in the lab have

been cleaned.
Columbia Provost/Executi ve
Vice President Bert Gall expects
the museum to reopen to the public in mid-April.
Accord ing to Chicago Fire
Department spokesman Sal
Marquez, the fire started outside
the second level of the museumand was brought under control
within a hour.
Two workers from U.S.
Dismantlement, a Chicago-based
company, were replacing the
exterior Columbia College sig n
along Harrison Street after it was
damaged by a severe snow storm
in January. They were using
welding torches to remove bolts
from the sign w hen sparks
reportedly ignited insulation that
was located behind the sign.
Jose Torres, an employee with
U. S. Dismantlement, said that
workers were cutting steel
frames for the new sign when
they realized the insulation was
starting to catch fi re. Workers
tried to get inside the building to
tell someone that the fire had
started but since no one was in
the building that Sunday, the fi re
department was called.
After arriving on the scene,
firefighters did not enter the
building for IS minutes, until it
was determ ined there was actual-

Columbia finally
offers web page
accounts to staff

ly a fire taking place inside,
according to Torres.
However, Bruce Hanson, a
from
U.S.
spokesman
Dismantl ement,
told
the
Chronicle in a phone interview
that wo rkers called 9 11 because
" it was obvious [from the outside] that there was a fire."
Hanson went on to say that his
company was unaware that there
was insulation behind the sign.
He suggested that the fire may
have started inside the second
fl oor museum gallery when
sparks fro m welding torches flew
inside the room through a bro ken
exterior window near the sign.
Gall said that liabil ity fo r the
fi re has yet to be determined.
The school has credited firefi ghters for saving several expensive pieces in the museum. Gall
reiterated that most of the museum 's artwork escaped major
damage. The museum 's permanent co llectio n, featuring works
by I SO photographers, did not
suffer any damage, Ga ll said. The
permanent collection was sealed
in a high security, humidity- and
temperature-contro lled vault.
Work on a new exterior
Columbia Co llege sign is scheduled to begin in May. The old one
has now been completely
remo ved.

Chicago area schools were involved with the qu ilt,
which was presented at the Art Institute in
February.
"The thrust of my usage of the sites was that it
was out in the community," said Poll i. " It wasn't
sitt ing in a vacuum that nobody was going to see."
As dictated by Columbia's web pol icy, the sites
are intended for educational use or research rather
Faculty sites will link to main site than persona l pages or as a vehicle to se ll something. Otherwise, there hasn't been much worry
By Jotha m Scdcrst rom
about censoring any of the sites.
Staff Writer
More than two years ago, though, an electrical
After many colleges and universities across the engineering professor at orthwestern University
country have offered web accounts to faculty in Evanston, Arthur Butz, was involved in a conmembers for se vera l years, Columbi a has troversy concerning his website. Though, his site
announced the acWeb initiadisplayed revisionist Holocaust views which
tive (acweb.colum.edu) which r--:---- - -- - : -----:--, opi ned that Nazis never murwill be offered to au of its staff
College professors ' dered millions of Jews in the
and fac ulty.
concentration camps, the uniAccord ing to Academ ic persona Sites WI
e versity refused to remove his
Computing web expert, Jason lin ked tO the COllege
site, saying the Internet is a
free and open forum.
Shipley, 20 to 30 fac ulty mem"I suppose something wi ll
bers and departments have WebSite fOr edUCaa lready began using their tiona! purpOSeS and
come up," said Shipley, referring to questionable material
acco unts, but when more peopie become interested in the aCCeSSibility by OUton the web. "Someone wi ll
project there will be more Sl'ders.
challenge the boundaries of
additions.
this."
With 250 computers on the
" It's pretty embryonic at
this stage," sa id Shipley. "Right now there's a lot desktops, as compared to about 60 in other departof nitpicking and trouble-shooting."
ments, Academic Computing is leading the way in
Among others. the English, Math and Science computer technology at Columbia. The department
Departments as well as the Center for Black Music is currently running two high speed web servers,
Research, have all begun to use the service.
and soon threaded discussion groups, chat serAndrea Po lli, an Academic Computing artist-in- vices, and webcasting will be available.
res idence, has used personal websites in her Time"The sc hool has come to the conclusion that
Based Composing II , and Designing for the Web we're capable of handling this o urselves," sai d
classes. "I t's the only way we could have done it," Shipley, who is offerin g instructional workshops to
said Poll i, who used her website in class last fa ll to fac ulty members interested in designing thei r own
sites. "People sti ll aren't quite ready for this type
doc ument
the
Millennium
Quilt, of technology."
A c. co/urn. edu/ac _alpha!projecrslq uilt. Twenty
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.f. . f.a.s.t. . f.o.o.d?
Fly
Home.
Mom's sure to
make your
favorite
for dinner.

"

COLLEGE HOTLINE

\

1.~.a .a.a. ~.4.1.1 .~2F. L.Y......... .
• Kansas City
• Pittsburgh

from
from

$29
$49

www. flyv anguard.com
Open 24 Hours a Day

• Minn./St. Paul
• Dallas/Ft. Worth
• Atlanta
• Denver
• Myrtle Beach

from
from
from
from
from

$59
$69
$79
$79
$99

• Restrictions apply. Prices Include $2 per segment FET. 21 -day advance
purchase required. Fares are non-refundable. Blackout dates apply.
Seats are limited and may not be available on all flights. Prices are
subject to change and do not Include PFC's ol up to $12 round trip.
More circuitous routings will require additional per segment charges.
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CAMPUS NEWS
Columbia grad Kaminski makes
an impression on Hollywood
By Chris Novak
Correspondent

"My first week here [at Columbia) in
1986, I received a call from the film developing company. They were questioning a
student film that had two men urinating on
the side of a road. Janusz was the director
of photography of the film, and
that is when we first met."
This is a memory of Charles
Celander, production manager
of the film and video department, and former teacher of
Janusz Kaminski.
Recently, Kaminski, a former Columbia student, added
to the prestige of Columbia by
winning another Oscar for best
cinematography. His first
Oscar came in 1994 for the
film "Schindler 's List." This
year he won another for
"Saving Private Ryan."
Janusz immigrated to
America from Poland in 1981.
After a brief interlude, he attended
Columbia as a film major with emphasis in
cinematography. While here, he was under
the guidance of Jack Whitehead, former
cinematographer for Alfred Hitchcock.
Before leaving for Hollywood in 1987,
Janusz worked for Victor Duncan, a
Panavision dealer here in Chicago. While
working for him, he practiced with the
cameras by sneaking them out and shooting. Kaminski would also solicit himself as
a Director of Photography to Film Tech students in need. All of this practice gave him
a positive reputation around Columbia. A
teacher familiar with Kaminski's reputation
asked him to shoot his independent feature,
which was a critical step in his success.
In 1987, Kaminski left Columbia, before
graduating to work with the American Film
Institute. While there, he made a name for
himself by being the Director of
Photgraphy for films such as "Cold as Ice,"
starring Vani lla Ice, and Disney's "Tall
Tales." In 1992, Steven Spielberg was

beginning to look for a D.P. for
"Schindler 's List." A friend of Spielberg's
showed him the work that Kaminski did for
the Columbia teacher while he was a student. Spielberg was impressed and Janusz
was hired. "Schindler's List" ~a ined critical
acclaim, and Kaminski won hts first Oscar
for cinematography.
After his win, he appl ied to
become a member of the
A.S.C., the American Society
of Cinematographers. It is
rumored that the only reason
he was allowed to become a
member of the A.S.C ., was
because he won the Oscar, otherwise, he probably would not
have become a member of this
union of predominantly older
men.

Kaminski came to Columbia
in 1995 to speak with undergraduate students about his
awards and experiecnes. He
showed clips of his films to the
audience and explained them.
Whenever an intern is needed fo r a film
Kaminski is working on, he usually selects
a Columbia student for the honor.
Spielberg, very pleased with Kaminski's
work on "Schindler's List," hired him as
Director of Phographry for his next fi lm,
"Jurassic Park." Most recently, he shot .
"Saving Private Ryan," which won him his
latest Oscar earlier this month.
In his acceptance speech, he thanked his
co-workers, the producers, actors,
Spielberg, and wife Holly Hunter.
Kaminski has currently finished shooting
his directorial debut, and wants to shoot
Steven Spielberg's next film, "Minority
Report." It will reportedly star Tom Cruise
and Matt Damon.
Accordin~ to Bob Blinn, an adviser in
Career Planntng and Placement, Kaminski
had the necessary motivation needed to get
to the top . When Charles Celander was
asked whether or not Janusz would come
back to talk to Co lumbia's student body, he
stated, "We' re hoping he' ll do so again."

police officer who died, Daniel Faulkner, has
fervently argued that Abu-Jamal's situation
has been grossly misunderstood. Refuting
everything from where he was apprehended
to his journalism award, which they say
doesn't exist, the group says that the case ts
the most publicized yet the least understood
in the world.
According to the group 's website, wwwjustice4danielfau/kner.comlmyths.html, opponents
of the death penalty clcent Death Row
By Jotham Sederstrom
inmates have ·been re leased since 1973. But
Sla./J Wriler
in 39 cases reviewed, 29 of them offer no
R
f
evidence of innocence.
ows 0 tables promoting organizations
Simi lar conferences have been held across
like Am nesty International and the
International Communist League lined the the country to gai n su pport for Apri l's
entrance of Harold Washington College as demonstration, but Chicago was chosen,
hundreds gathered at a conference aimed at among other reasons, because it has lead the
stopping the execution of political prisoner way tn freeing prisoners from Death Row.
Among others, Darby Till is, Perry Cob,
Mumia Abu-Jamal.
A full day of lectures r--:-:
MW
:-:-:--h___ ____:::.___.:_~ Rolando Cruz, and
e Ope tO put a SpOt- Manuel Salazar, have all
and work shops were
presented on March 20 light on Death Rows all been . released fro m
.
Illmots' Death Row.
to a crowd of more than
200 social ac tivi sts orga- across thiS COUntry."
Ph iladelphia, on the
niz ing a bus trip to
-Joan Parkin activist other hand, has take'! a
Philade lphia on April
'
more
conservative
24.
stance. While 10 percent
Philadelphia, where Abu-Jamal was arrest- of the c ity is biack, according to Clark
ed for allegedly murdering a police officer in Ktssmger of Refuse and Res ist, they make
1981, wi ll be the site of Mil !tons for Mumia, up 62 gercent of the city's prison population.
a mass-demonstration designed to put pres- In ad ition, 83 percent of the tnmates on
p
1 · G
-~
Death Row in Phtladelphia are black.
"Mumia is both the exceptt"on and the rule,"
sure on ennsy vanta overnor, om Rtdge.
"When we fight for Mumia and when we
spread the word about Mumia," said Joan sa id Kissinger. " He is the exception because
Parki n, an acti vist involved with the they went after him because of his politi cal
.
acttvities. But he is also the rule because he
Campatgn to End the Death Penalty, "we is so archetypical of what happens to young
hope to put a spot! ight on Death Rows all men of color."
across thts country. "
Chants of, "They say Death Row, we say
As a journalist and earl ier, as a member of
h 11
"
b
d h gh
the Black Panthers, Abu-Jamal, who has
e no, rever erate t rou
the room , become known as "the voice for the voicewhich was covered wall-to-wall with pic- less," often covered stories on f o lice brutalitures of Abu-Jamal. A group of activists
opposed to the death pena1ty- includ ing Jeb ty cases and other controversia issues. Since
Stone an attorney who represented Rolando his conviction in 1982, Abu-Jamal has
Cruz, Bob Ze llner of the Civil Rights become a figurehead for opponents of the
Coord inating Committee, and John Gilliam death penalty around the world. (Yahoo listp·
h
1
ed 1835 websites for him.)
nee, w ose brother was recent y executed
"Not just in the case of Mumia, Q_ut in the
~~c~aryland-spoke 10 the energetic audi- case of eve'¥ socia l issue, we are not going
A
d'
S
th
·
to stand di.vtded. We are a group that will
ccor mg to tone, ere are approxtmate- stand together," said Pam Africa, a MOVE
ly 3 385 pnsoners on Death Row today, and
· ·
h h ,
,
if the pollsters are correct, 36 million acttvtst w o as .ought .or years to save
Abu-Jamal.
Americans oppose the death penalty, or
For more information about Abu-Jamal and
.
roughly 15 percent of the country.
While the other 85 percent have been silent the Mt1lions for Mumia march in April, call
regarding his case, a group named after the (312) 683-5194.

Struggle for AbuJamal continues
in wake of nat'l
Death Row spat

C
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Issues and events you should know about...

On Campus
The Black Student Union at Columbia (BSUC) is sponsoring a
Networking Social on Tues .. March 30. at 4 p.m. at the Hokin
Annex . The mission and functions of the club will be discussed, and
refreshments will be served.

h
e
a Around town

The Columbia College English Department is hosting two "Student
Speakers' Forums" to provide speech and oral communications
students a forum to showcase their communications skills. All students are invited to propose speeches, debates, or panel discussions.
The goal is to establish an ongoing, student-run committee that will
present a full range of speech-related events each semester.
Interested students should present a written proposal detailing their
presentations to the English Dept. Email proposal s to George Bailey
at gbailey@popmail.colum.edu, or fax them to (312) 344-800 I. The
deadline is April 12, 1999. Any questions can be directed to Eng lish
Dept. faculty member George Bailey, ext. 8114.

t

s

h
e
e
t

The YWCA of Metropolitan C hicago 's second annual conference on sexual assault will be held Friday, April 9, from 8:30a.m.
to 4:30p.m. at the YWCA Harris Center, 6200 S. Drexel, Chicago.
The conference will highlight the effects of sexual abuse on both
children and adults.
Presenters will discuss, among other issues, eating disorders, date
rape drugs, and chi ld sexual abuse education. The cost for students
to attend the conference, sadly, is $35. For more inforrnation, call
the YWCA's Loop Center at (312) 372 -6600.
Bummed out that the Museum of Contemporary Photography is
closed? Check out the Carol Ehlers Gallery, 750 N. Orleans, for
"Archaeology: C hicago Alley Pictures." The photography exhibit
presents the work of Columbia photog raphy instructor Bob Thall.
Thall, who has taught at Columbia for 22 years, won a Guggenheim
Fellowship for his work; he was featu red in the March 24 Chicago
Tribune.
While we're on the subject of photography, don't forget to head
over to the Harold Washington Library Center 's Main Exhibit
Hall, 400 S. State, after April 24. The Chicago Public Library is
presenting "Un Paese: Portrait of an Italian Village," a series of
photographs by fam ed photographer Pau l St rand .
Strand's photographs depict daily life in the Ita lian town of
Luzzara between 1953 and 1954. For more information on this
exhibit, call (312) 747-4050.
Poetry, music and eurythmy will combine for a collaborative recitation of the works of Pulitzer Prize-winning poet Mary Oliver.
"What Did She Say? An Eve ning of Poetry With Mary Oliver"
will be performed at the Rogers Park Theatre, 1300 W. Loyola,
Chicago, April I 0 at 7:30p.m. and April II at 3:30 p.m.
The performance will feature a synthesis of actress Judith Pownall ,
pianist Susan Buffington, guest musician Gregor SimonMacDonald, and eurythmist Jeanne Simon-MacDonald . Eurthymy
is a unique art of movement that combines gestures, colors, and
light to make spech and music visible. Tickets for students are $ 10;
children under 14 not admitted. For information/reservat ions, call
(773) 463-3286.
The Nco-Futurists are performing David Kodeski 's "Another
Lousy Day" Friday and Saturday nig hts at 8 p. m. through April 24
at the Neo-Futurarium, 5 153 N. Ashland. Tickets are $ 10, $8 for
students. For reservations, call (773) 275-5255.

.,_ - - - - - - - - - - - - · - · - - · - - - · - · - - - - · - -..--- - ·-·----·--·-·-]
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Donnie Seals. Jr/Chronic/e
Columbia st udent Horacio Ramirez hosts his urban hip-hop radio show,
"Tequila Sunrise," which airs every Monday morning from 7 to 11 on the
college' s radio station, 88.1 FM W C RX.
WCRX broadcasts every day from 7 a . m . to midnight. The r equ est line
is (312) 663-3512, or fax (312) 663-5204.
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You DID

LAST SUMMER?

Join the Chicago Park District and make great memories for life.
To be considered for seasonal and full-time employment
opportunities, p lease forward your res ume to:

COME OUT AND PlAY

Chicago Park District
Attn: Mary Saiev a
Human Resource Department
425 E. McFe tridge Drive
Chicago. IL 6 0605
FAX: 3 12 -74 7 -7007

The Chicago Park District is an equal opportunity employer.

Business
Of
•!•

Workshop topics include:
• Interviewing Skills
(now with mork interviews!)

• Job/Company Research
• Portfolio Presentation
• Myers-Briggs Type Indicator*
*Space is limited. Assessment must he completed in
advance of workshop. Call for details.

•!•

Students must RSVP for all
workshops at The C areer Planning &
Placement Office, 623 S. Wabash
building, Suite 300 or by ca lling
(312) 344-7280. Please indi ca te which
workshops you will be attending.

Career Skills Workshops will be
presented on Tuesday, April 6, Wednesday,
April 7, and Friday, April 16 m the
afternoon.

•!•

Students may choose to attend
individual workshops or an entire day's
events.

•!•

All workshops will take place on the 3'd
floor, 623 S. Wabash building.

GETTING
A
JOB

Schedule of F.vcnts
Tueoduy, A lfll II
2 IJI) 1 ()O (Jin lnlcrvocw oroy. Sko ii N
) IJ(J 5 (I() prn: Mock Inleov o cw~

Wi!dnt•.• tluy_,.AJifll 7
I ·()() 2: 15 pn1: l'urllillon l' rc~cooloolo noo "'
Joh/( 'nonpooooy R c ~coort h
2:30 4, l(l f1ooo : Mycr~ · lloo ~II S Type l oodo~oo 1 11 1•

Friii"J'· ,•lpr/1~
.
I :00 2: 15 pon: l'ortfoho l'rcscntlltion fir
J1>l ( 'ompoony Research
2:.\tl ·1: 10 pnt: M ~rs-1\rtiii!S Type lndtcntnr•
l :JO·.I:JO pon: h11crvicwin1! Skills
I : JU- ~ : 00 pon: Mouk lntllrvtcw~

From the desk of
John B. Duff
President, Columbia College Chicago

AccREDITATION UPDATE

Dear Columbia Students,
A visiting team from the North Central Association (NCA) will visit Columbia from Monday,
April 19, 1999, through Wednesday, April 21 , 1999, as part of the renewal of the College's
accreditation. This is the next step in the process now that the College's self-study has been
completed and sent to NCA.
Why does Columbia need to renew its accreditation? All colleges and universities must
renew their accreditation every ten years. It is a bit like renewing one's driver's license.
Columbia is accredited now, and we are completely confident that NCA will renew the
accreditation for another ten years.
Who is on the visiting team? Eight faculty or administrators from other colleges and
universities. Accreditation is a peer review process.
What will the team do while they are here? The team will talk with faculty, students, and
staff, tour campus facilities, visit some classes, and examine handbooks, catalogs, reports, and
such that document College operations.
Will the visit affect classes? No. Classes will go on as usual. Team members who visit
classes will just observe.
Does Columbia have anything to worry about regarding the renewal of its accreditation?
No. The College examined its performance on all of the requirements for accreditation and
found it met them all.
Soon after the visit, Columbia will have a good idea of the outcome. You will hear more then,
but the College is confident of a positive outcome.

Sincerely,

John B. Duff

Editorial

Editorial Cartoon

Free Movies!

The war on drugs Is bloodier
than ever, but researchers are
· taking common misconceptions to the task. And so the
debate begins.

The moral of today's story?
If you want something nice,
say the magic word.
As journalists (and college jo urnalists at
that), that last shou ld we should ever be doing is
complaining about anything. Unfortuna tely, we
have a bone to pick.
As ma ny of you in Columbialand know, the
Chronicle has been giving away boatloads of
free movie tickets, a everything fro m small
n ic ks ("The Inheritors") to big glossy bonanzas
("Matrix"). These free shows were good for us
all: we got to know a lot of readers from around
the school. and you folks had the chance to sec
some cool a nd not-so-cool (think "Ringmaster")
fi lms for zip.
Unfortunately, the honeymoon ended before
we knew it ; nowadays. people j ust expect it to
happen. If we run out of passes by Wednesday,
or if the they haven't arrived by Monday morning, we get hell , as if it was our do ing. Instead of
reading the paper (if, for no othe r reason, to find
out what we're giving away), a lot of people just
come in and ask us to toss their way whatever
passes we have.
But hey! What right do we have to be disappointed, if you' re taking what we' re giving
away? Doesn't every school do this? Actually,

The fact Is, the Chronicle Is one of the
only schools around that gives these passes
away. DePaul doesn't do It, Loyola doesn't do
It, UIC doesn't do It and you can bet your life
It doesn't happen at Northwestern or the
Uni versity of Chicago either.
no. The fact is. the Chronicle is one of the only
schools around that gives these passes away.
DePaul doesn't do it, Loyola doesn 't do it, VIC
doesn 't do it and you can bet your life it doesn 't
happen at Northwestern or the University of
Chicago either. Each of these papers has a larger budget and staff than do we, and the opportunity is there. They simply choose not to take a
part.
We here at the Chronicle, however, do.
What 's more, we' re happy to do it, because we
enjoy giving these passes away as much as you
enjoy seeing the movies. All we ask in return is
a little courtesy. When you come in, take the
time to know in advance what move you wish to
see. We know that like any student at Columbia,
you' re pretty busy and you don't always have
time to leaf through the paper. But we go to
classes and have jobs and activities just like you,
and we're busy too, so respect that. While we
fetch your pass, take the time to tell us what you
like and don't li ke about the paper, and ask any
questions that you might have. And if nothing
else , toss us a little "thank you" on the way out.
We really enjoy meeting our readers and
hearing their opinions, and we want to make the
Chronicle as much a student newspaper as we
possibly can . And that, above anything else, is
why we arrange these movie passes fo r you now
and wi ll continue to do so in the futu re.
To those of you who have followed our wish es without our ask ing, thank you. To those who
have not (and we trust you know who you are),
please remember that just because we give
something away every week doesn't mean we
owe anybody. So make it worth our while, and
we'll be more than happy to serve your
moviegoing needs for months to come (although
getting tickets to "Star Wars" is your own problem).
~Vith very few exceptiun.r, we run out ofmuvte
pa.ues before Wedne.,day For detail.< on the he.</
c hance to rece1ve free ll ck.el.'i, see the ad.r in.rlde
this i.uue.

ey parents, guess what!? It looks
like your kid is going to need a
couple more years to complete his
education. That graphic design student you
call your son? He, like thousands of other
college stude nts, is changing his major to
-botany, folks. You see,
now that a group of
researchers told the
e ntire world to s moke
lots of pot (and how!),
everybody wants to be a
sc ientist, because they
get ALL the girls now.
As of now, researchers and scientists are the
new rock stars.
Actually, you probably shouldn't worry.
Despite what your crazy kid may be sayi (or
wishfully thinking, anyway), scientists don't
want e verybody to go out and get stoned.
That may seem obvious, · but don't be so
sure. A subject as gray as drugs, medicine
and recreation could never wrap up so neatly.
As everybody and their dealer knows, a
panel of experts from the the Institute of
Medicine announced to the press their find ing that marijuana possesses medical benefits for purpose of treatment, specifically
among AIDS and cancer patients. In their
call fo r further study on the drug's benefits,
the pa nel announced conclus ive results that
marijuana effectivel y reduced nausea and
vomiting and stimulated pa tie nts' appetite.
And while it has yet to prove worthy in the
treatment of migraines and movement diseases such as Parkinson's, marijuana has
gained widespread approval as an effective
remedy for pain .
In other words? Let's take these results,
combine them with the fact that six states
(Alaska, Arizona, California, N e vada,
Oregon and Kansas) have approved either
compl ete or medical legality of marijuana,
and let's actually find out if the drug is
indeed a boon to sociery instead of its worst
enemy (as Bill Clinton and frie nds would
Iike you to believe).
If someone ever had the intuition to find
a correlation between couc h potatoes and
anti-drug advocates, their results would be
staggering. As the tube portrays it, marij uana (or pot, for you dirty-mouthed turkeys
out there) is nothing but the devil's own, an
evil drug that turns nice, smart little T immys
into mean, stupid, ug ly Jakes. Do you
smoke pot? Well kiss school GOODBYE!
You can also say "ta" to your perky, cleanliving frie nds, because they'll stop hanging
around once they sec what a e vil , violent rat
you've become, thanks to your murderous
drug habit. A job, eh? Fuggcdaboutit! Jobs
arc fo r c humps; you've got gardeni ng to do .
The downfal l of these miniature lectures,
which usually showcase good- looking teens
acting psuedo-tough (as if their la me personalities a rc going to scare potent ial users
off the drug), is that they leave no room for
the oppositi on. Drugs a rc bad, bad, bad, and
so e nds the co mme rcial, w hich occasionally
precedes a beer ad feat uring drunk beerbellics and their hot, poss ibly nearsighted g irlfriends on the cleanest beach this s ide of
Tiajuana. Anti-drug advocates dare not say
anything in favor of the he rb, for that might
incite all those crazy viewers to (gasp!)
come to their own conclus ion.
Clinton and his drug hunters would have
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Letters to the Editor
Martin Luther King:
Slighted?
Dear Chonicle,
Your decorations and insights for
St. Patrick's Day were great. I d idn't
know that a holiday could get so
much recognition when other cultural holidays do not receive the same.
I think it is important to notice
everyone's cu ltures. I don't remember
seeing anything for Dr. Martin Luther
King's birthday, a well-known
national holiday for a man who
helped bring all national ities together
in this country. He didn't even make
the front page.
I presented the Chronicle with a
speech and a poem honoring him on
his bi rthday and it didn't get published. I did not even see a story on
him in your paper.
What's wrong? Explain!
Kela E lli•
Viewpoints/New
Billy O'Keefe :

Media

Editor

Glad to. In fact, Kela, there was a
piece on Dr. King in our January 19th
issue (page six) that addressed just
how how muc h we take Martin
Luther King's presence for granted,
especially on his day.
Our St. Patrick's decorations had
nothing to do wi th Irish c ulture o r the
holiday's purpose. Leprec hans, the

color green and getting drunk are
goofy refere nces to a hol iday
Americans hardly ta ke se riously.
These "insights" arc really anything
but.
Imagine if we did that with Dr.
King 's legacy, sticking silly artwork
of his likness he re and there and
splashing goofy designs all over the
place. Our intentions might be right,
but the fi nished product would probably be a huge ins ult to the holiday's
meaning, espec ially since it has roots
right here in America.

Hooray for us... almost
Dear Chronicle,
I'm writing this letter to prevent a
fire a nd to make you guys happy. I
read the Chronicle every Monday
and I think it's a pretty good paper. I
wanted you to know that your paper
is appreciated.
I really don't know anything about
the newspaper making bus iness. But
I do know how to read, and what
looks good and/or bad. There's one
thing about the Chronicle that's been
bothe ring me -- putting text on a gray
tcxtbox. I guess you do that because
it looks good on the compute r screen
(or whatever you guys usc nowadays).
It's simply hard on the eyes.
Mom o

Calling all writers!
All Coiumbl• students are Invited to write 1 •uest column for The
Columbia Chronicle. Columns should be no less thin 600 words In length
and must cont • ln your full n1me 1nd contact Info. If you are Interested or
have •!'Y quesUons, call 312-344-7343 and ask for Bill)', or send him e-mail
at MrBIII)'78@•ol.com.

Story continues

on page 7

Give us your faxes, e·mall, letters and more!

COLUMBIACHRONICLE
COLUMBIA ' S

C H O I CE

Editoria ls are the op1n10fls of the Edilorlal Ooard of Tllo Cofumbiu
Chromr.la Columns aro the op1nions of !he Cluthor(s)

are ~~~~,e~~i~r;:~ !~' r;,1: E~~~!~:}~0~t~;~n·,~~:.'cC::I~~b'f.~~er and
Journallam Oopartment or Columbia College Chicago.

Ltttt,.. to tho Editor must tncludn your full name. year. mojor. and
All letters are edited for grammar and may be cut due
to U1e hmited amount of space ava1liable. [et tera can be faxed to ua

a phone number

@ 312-344-8032, o-mailod to Chron96@intoracceas.com or mallad
to The Columbia Chronicle c/o Lottors To Tho Editor, 623 S .
Wab01h Avo., Suite 205, Ch:cago, IL 60605.
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Editor-in-Chief
it no other way; unfortunately for them,
however, science isn't playing along. Panelist
John A. Benson cast the first stone when he
stated that while marijuana does cause a loss
of control over movement and while its use
can cause disorientation, unpleasant feelings
and dependency, this is hardly uncommon
when it comes to patients and medicine. Said
Benson: "Except for the harmful effects from
smoking, the range of problems associated
with marijuana is not out of line with those
of substances used in approved medicines.
"From a medica l standpoint, marijuana's
effects are limited to symptom relief, not
cures of disease, and are generally modest.
For most sym ptoms, there are more effective
drugs already on the market."

Who's got the score?
Calling the recent announcement a victory fo r pot advocates would be simplistic. On
one hand, that's the understatement of the
year; on the other hand ... well, in case you
were thinking of firing one up on the corner
of State and Congress, don't get your hopes
up just yet.
True, the Institute of Medicine's report
probably gave the National Organization for
the Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORML)
and similar institutions a big push; perhaps
down the road, the recent events will prove
instrumenta l in the execution of some landmark reversal of fortune. But if the report has
any ties to your friend getting stoned on his
own terms, the researchers didn't mean it that
way.
"Although the issue of whether or not to
permit patients to smoke marij uana is an
important one, we bel ieve it is really on ly a
short-term consideration," panelist Stan ley
Watson explained. "Marijuana's future as a
medicine does not invo lve smoking. It
involves exploiting the potential in cannabinoids such as THC, the key psychoactive
ingredient of marijuana."
· Cannabinoids? Psychoactive!? Cool
~ords, sure, but they all amount to one thing:

due to the story's airing,
but this could produce
either a listening ear or
increased
resistance
from the government.
Confused? Good,
you
should
be!
Everyone is beating
around the bush in some
way or another, while
outlets like MTV are on
the story like cold on
snow.
No body
knows
exactly where to go with or
what to make of the developments, si mple as they are.
The mess of the excitement,
however, is justifiable. Because while
it's true that smoking pot can turn your life
upside down, the television commercials that
prey only on the ignorant miss an important
step. The fact that big bad Jake from the
commercial lost his job and got kicked out of
school had nothing to do with the fact that he
smoked pot, as implied. Jake's downfall was
that he got caught.
According to NORML, one of a handful
of pro-legal advocates who branded the "discovery" as anything but, American law
enforcement racked up a mindblowing
695,200 arrests in 1997 (approximately one
arrest for every 4 5 seconds that pass) for possession of marijuana; 87% of these arrests
were for mere possession of the drug. The
number of arrests of people over 21 for simple possession of alcohol (probation violations and like circumstances notwithstanding)? Zero, obvious ly. That amounts to
approximately ZERO for every 45 seconds
that pass.
In both cases, the drugs are recreational
tools that ordinary Joes use and enjoy (as
much as some would love to think that only
dropouts and hippies fire up, they couldn't be
more wrong). Both drugs - the term "drug"
defined here as a substance other than food
intended to affect the structure or function of
the body - are likely to be addictive
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s p0 t s
screaming
bloody murder over the
absolutely
terrible
things pot can do to your child.
And while the news reports day in and day
out on some drunk driving accident or another on every highway in America (before cutting to a Budweiser ad, of course), anchors
counter such dreary news with victorious
accounts of pot busts and the decline of drug
use in high schools (yeah, right). The moral
of the story is, as long as big business rules
and national breweries can make the media
say "cha-ching," casual pot smokers and distributors stand no chance.
It doesn't matter whether you like marijuana or not, and whether or not you want
you, your girlfriend, your boyfriend, your
parents or your child smoking up is your
choice (think cigarettes, and you get the
idea). Regardless of your views, imagine if
everyone caught with a 12-pack in hand was
labeled a criminal. Imagine how many people you know would have to go to jail if alcohol was as taboo as pot.
You might be saying to yourself, "Well,
stupid, if alcohol was illegal, I wouldn't drink
it and neither would my friends and loved
ones." Fine. Now turn that one around. If pot
WAS legal, would you then smoke it? Would
your friends and loved ones smoke it? Would
the act of smoking up be any different if the
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American law enforcement racked up a mlndblowing 695,200 arrests In 1997 (approximately one arrest for every 45 seconds
that pass) for possession of marijuana; 87%of these arrests were for mere possession of the drug. The number of arrests of peopie over 21 for simple, straight-up possession of alcohol? Zero, obviously. That amounts to approximately ZERO for every 45 seconds that pass.
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Scientists may want you to have your medicine, but you're a far cry from smoking anything legally besides those Camels in your
back pocket. The plan here is to extract the
drug's most potent and beneficial ingredients
and release them to patients in pill form. For
those who need immediate relief that a pill
cannot always provide, an inhaler is also in
the works. Thus, marij uana may find its
place on society's good side, but pot has a
much steeper hill to climb. And, in stressing
the fruits of its use through methods other
than smoki ng up, scienti sts may have actually made the path that much rockier for advocates of casual drug use. Of course, compensation cou ld come if interest in the drug rises

depending on an individual's use and genetics (among other factors). Both have the
potential to be mixed with other, more threatening substances (pot with opium or any
other smokable drug, alcohol with just about
any dissolvable substance you can imagine)
without the user's knowledge. Both can
affect your ability to function, and either can
kill you or someone else if you drive while
under influence. Last but not least, both
smell bloody awful on your breath. Anyone
who's been to a concert can attest to that.
Still, while alcoho l's hawked on television
in every imaginable way, and whi le hard
liquor ads dominate billboards, magazines
and El trains everywhere, they share real

law a llowed it (which could happen someday)? How much of your moral code is based
not on the law as prov ided for you, but on
conclusions you yoursel f have reached?
Confused again? Good! That's the idea, so
go with it. If it appears to you that this story
has no ending, that's because it's only getting
started. There's a lot of questions to answer
and clues to uncover in the fight for or
against the legalization of marijuana, and
there's a whole lot that's wrong with the current method of practice. Now that science
has temporarily contained the madness that
is the "Drug War", it's time to educate ourselves and prevent such a farce from taking
place in this country again.
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Ar
A guide
By James Boozer
Comributing Editor

This column is the first in a series on how seniors can find jobs
after they graduate. In the next couple ofweeks, I, along with
experts ji-om vario us fields, will offer advice and insight on what a
future college graduate can do to find the job they're looking for.
While l 'mno expert. I, just like you, find myselfpreparingfor the
jillure and stressing over how to find the job /want. This column
will provide you with important and helpfol information that will
help you in your search.
'm sure you 've heard of the expression, "One in a mi llion." But you
probably never thought that those few words would s um up who you
will become later in life: a number.
According to the book, "Real Life Guide to Life After College" by
Margot C. Lester and R. Allen Wyke, nearly 1.2 million college graduates
ventured out into the real world looking for a job in 1998. It goes without
sayi ng that the number of job seekers will rise even higher this year leaving many peop le- hopefully not you- out in the cold.
You say to yourself that you have good grades, your resume is perfect,
and you have everything else covered when it comes time to find a job.
Even wi th a strong economy and unemployment rates near record lows,
you may find yourself fall ing short of obtaining that goal because you have
not--{)r are reluctant to do- what it takes to find the job you want.
There are a lot of reasons employers overlook potential employees. In
most cases, those reasons are based on the following:

I

5. Kno~ your
. . ..
6. ·Know w'here you have skiWgaps or
improvement.
.
'
7. Talk to others about'your skills, abil it ies
weaknesses.
·
·
.:;.:-·

'~..:-

8. Don't overstate your skills or lie---ever .

+ First, the job seeker is unfamiliar with the market.

9. Right now is important, but don't forget to /
look ahead to where you want to be. .
..... .
10. Glamorous jobs with super compensation
are still pretty rare--be prepared to pay your dues.

+ Second , he or s he doesn't know how to market themselves and their
abilities.
+ Third. they don' t know what they want in a job.
This begs the question : Where do you see yourself in two, five or even .
10 years from now? Do you see yourself li vi ng a happy life working at the
"job of your dreams?" Running a corporation developing the next new
techno-gizmo fo r computers? Or writing a screenplay that could very well
become the next big hit at the box office?
The job market is a very complex and often times chaotic system at thehands of mega mergers and corporate dominance.
As discussed in the book,"Real Life Guide to Life After College,'' companies that have either fired or laid ofT employees in the past decade in
order to save money now find themselves missing people who provided
them with the skills essential to keeping the place anoat.
Bequse of this. many companies are bringing in younger people at a
lower pay scale and reinstating posi tions they once thought where no
longer needed . Surprisingly. the number of managerial jobs remains much
lower than the number of people who want one.
There is no such thing as having a job or career for the rest of your life .
More than likely, according to Lester and Wyke, both will change throughout your lifetime and will vary from place to place. So it's best that you
find what job you· re looking for before you begin your search. The first
thing you should do is analyze yourself and your goals in life .
One characteristic about yourse lf that can ai d in your job search is your
personality. You need to assess yourself to find a job that allows you to
thrive personally and professional ly.
Analyzing yourself is not an easy task. Developing an objective view
of yourself. your strengths, weaknesses, interests, etc .. may not be hard for
some, but that doesn 't mean you should wimp out if you can't analyze
yourself.
·
The best option for you if you get stuck is to vi sit the Caree r Planning
and Placement office (Rm. 300- Wabash Bldg .) and set up an appointment
with an adviser w ho can help you better understand your needs.
You' re at the age w here you have a good idea of what's important to
you. Now is the time to take what you know and have done and transfom1
those things into marketable skills.
Remember that no matter what jobs you had or currently have, the experience you gained- good or bad can make a difTerence in your future
career choice.
Networking and feedback are important facto rs to consider when you' re
trying to find and s hape your skills. By talking to your parents, fri ends, and
employers, you can gain ins ight on jobs and companies you arc likely to fit
in well.
But you should be carefu l of the advice given to you because it's your
life and you, and on ly you, can make the best decis ion.
There are other ways to gain more input in the field you're interested in
and one of them could be attending local meetings of trade/ professional
organizations. By becoming a student member- if that option is available with local bu~ incss organizations, you can expand your knowledge
and skills of that field . Before you start thi s part of your search, it's important to note that you mu~ t be prepared .
While it may w und like something you would do any way regard less or
the job, many people st ill neglect this part of the process.
You have to pre~ent you r abi liti es in the best light possible and never lie
or overstate your skill•. Being prepared and present ing yourself in the
prope r manner help~ thu~e people you want help from he lp you betler. Now
say that fi ve times fas t while standing on your hands '
With all o f this infurnH1tion , you shou ld have a better idea of yourself
and your "hilitie,, Believe it or not , this is a good opportunity to think
about your future
l.ct Y'Wr imagir)(Jtion t(Jkc hoi<J, but rcalit..c that sooner or later, you have
to cornc haLk to the rea l world. Anti in doiug '{O, s tart think ing about whn
you arc, where YOIJ WfHII lo e o afld how you' re going to ge t there. Tru"'l
rnc, ywn JOurney ha 11 Jll'·•t hcvuu .
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Gra phic des i911ed by James Boozar
Inf ormation courtesy of MRe al Life Guide to Life After College" from Pipe!ine Press.

lntemet resources that can help
you In your search for a Job
JobBankUSA.com allows you to link
to serveral types of information. You
can search for jobs that h ave been
posted on the site's database as well as
access links to some of the most popular job newsgroups.

~

M onster.com is a job search d atabase
tnat allows you to select one or more
professional disciplines to search-anything from administrative to veterinaryand also allows you to enter as many
keywords as you like to narrow your search .
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CareerCity.com is a fast a nd easy job
search site fu ll of.information that
allows you to add to search crite ria by
entering keywords about n job title, jo b
d escriptio n or com pan y name. O ne of
the s ite's featu res a llows you to bloc k
access to your res ume. This is helpful
fo r those who don' t want the ir current
employer knowing they arc lookin g for
another job.

lnform •tlon court••Y o f MReal Life Gu id e to Life After College• f rom Pipeline Press.

Coming In three weeks.....
I will discuss where you cun li ud joh opplll'ltlllitic:s und wuy$ tll dcvclnp n strutcgy l\)r
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SUMMER REGISTRATION WILL TAKE PLACE
IN THE HOKIN ANNEX

Continuing students ean register MONDAY, APRIL 26 TO APRIL 30- 10:00 AM TO 6:00 PM

New and eOittlnulng students ean register MONDAY JUNE 7 TO FRIDAY JUNE 11 - 10:00 AM TO 6:00

PM

SATURDAY JUNE 12- 10:00 AM TO 1 :00PM

favly Re<jiftvatio"' {ov fALL 1111
MONDAY, MAY 3 TO FRIDAY, MAY 14

Sarlfl Reglstl't:ltlon will take p/t:lee In the Aeademle Departments.
STUDENTS CAN CONTACT THEIR DEPARTMENT FOR MORE
INFORMATION . DURING THIS PROCESS, THE BURSAR'S STATION
WILL BE LOCATED IN THE 624 S. MICHIGAN BLDG. (TORCO)
IN THE 11TH FLOOR FACULTY LOUNGE .

StUdents must have

74~

ol his/her tuition paid to be eligible to

ear/11 register.
VOID DATE:

JUNE 4TH- STUDENTS WHO CHOOSE TO REGISTER

EARLY WILL HAVE UNTIL JUNE 4, 1999 TO SIGN THEIR CONTRACT
IN THE BURSAR'S OFFICE BEFORE THEIR CLASSES ARE VOIDED.
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Spring Workshop Schedule
All workshops will meet in the Student Center, 311 Wabash Building
Each workshop will meet twice a day at 12:00 noon and 5:00 PM.

Study Skills/Time Management
Monday, March 15th

Choosing a Major
Tuesday, March 16th

How to Survive Your Freshman Year
Monday, March 22nd

How to Prepare for Graduate School
Wednesday, March 24th

Gay and Lesbian Students
Tuesday, March 30th

Adult Learners
Wednesday, April 14th

Mind

Mappin~

Monday, April19t

How to Prepare for Law School
Wednesday, April 21st

Columbia Colle&e Chicago

29, 1999
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Students must be in full compliance -by this deadline. Once this
deadline passes, a $50 will be applied to the student's account.
Documentation must be submitted to the RECORDS OFFICE
(Main Bldg. Room 611) by this deadline.
PLEASE NOTE: A $50 fine will be assessed each semester the student
does not comply with the state's law on immunizations.

I
•
I
•
I

Students ~ust have the following documentation submitted to the Records
Office:

..- 1 Tet-a"'"! Diphther-i-a (withi"' the l-a!t te"' ye-av!)
.._ 1 !hot! o{ Me-a!le! (-a pvif"l'-avy -a"'~ -a !eco"'~-avy)
.._ 1 ~o!e o{ Rvbell-a
.._ 1 ~o!e Mvf'"l'f!
ONCE THE $50 FINEHAS BEEN ENFORCED, THE STUDENT MAY PARTICIPATE IN A
PROGRAM THAT WILL HELP THEM BECOME COMPLIANT BY THE NEXT SEMESTER
(FALL 99)

•••• ••• ••••••••••••••••••

yl

IMMUNIZATION DAYS ON CAMPUS will be held:

~..~

monday f)pril lo. 1QQQ /rom 10:00 to 3:00
Toe~day f)pril l1. IQQQ /rom 10:00 to 3:00
Wedne~day f)pril l8. 1QQQ /rom 1:00 to 6:00
Tborday f)pril lQ. 1QQQ /rom 10:00 to 3:00
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YOUR GUIDE INTO THE WORLD OF ARTS

All Aboardl

& ENTERTAINMENT

They rock: now Train is starting to roll
I asked the guys from Train some interesting questions, and I
got some interesting answers. Here's what they had to say:
Why Train?
Jimmy Stafford: You know it's funny.
Everybody asks us that. And we really
don't have a good answer.
You've got to make something up.
JS: Well, it's basically, we wanted a
strong name - something kind of powerful. Actually, we didn 't really like it at
first, but we decided to go with it for
awhile to see if we could grow into it.
And we did. After like a year, when we
started developing a following we were
saying " How could we be anything but
Train?"

By Lawrence Benedetto

unwavering voice, which gave him the ·
opportunity to sing the national anthem in
front of a Monday Night Football crowd
It seems like every time you tum in Denver last September, to the powerful
around these days. the "Next Big Thing" collection of sound brought together by
is on the radio or on MTV. Usually. the musicians. It features truthful songthough, the next big thing turns out to be writing that is best heard on "Free" and "I
nothing more than fodder for used-CO Am." The first single " Meet Virginia"
stores. However, there are exceptions, takes listeners on a journey that was
and Train is the exception of 1999.
inspired by several people who have
Train, the San Francisco-based band, crossed Monahan 's path.
"Meet Virginia" continues to receive
is on track for major success, and they
deserve it. The band is hard to categorize. more airplay across the country and has
Although there may be a touch of garnered the band some recognition back
Counting Crows mixed in with a bit of an home in San Francisco as well. In the
acoustic Led Zeppelin feel, Train has a March 4 issue of " Rolling Stone," the
guitar-driven sound all its own.
song was listed at No. 16 in th e
This is probably due to a wide range of Mainstream Rock category. Meanwh ile,
influences coming from the five members the band recently won a Bammie award,
of the band. Guitarist Jimmy Stafford which is California's version of the
spoke about their variety in tastes. "We all Grammy. Train won in the best
listen to so many different sty les of music Americana/Roots Artist category.
The popularity of the song made
and I think that's really what 's cool about
the band," Stafford said. ''It makes it all Columbia Records decide to take control
like a melting pot. By the time we all put of the album 's distribution and begin a
our influences together ·into writing a huge national push to promote the band.
song, it comes out completely Train in the A high-budget video is in the works, and
end."
it's expected to be out by summertime.
The members of Train were brought The song "Free" was recently featured on
together in San Francisco. Guitarist Rob Fox's " Party of Five," and the band is
H otc h k iss
hoping for an
was the first
opening slot on
to move there
Tom
Petty's
and
lead
upcom ing sumPat
mer
tour. •
s inger
Monahan folCoIum bia
lowed in July
Re c o rd s '
of
1994.
involvement
Stafford, who
also includes a
played with
lot of marketHotchki ss in
ing
dollars,
a Los Angeles
which will help
band, headed
push Train to
there
in
the forefront of
September of
the
national
'94. Bassist
spotlight.
Charlie Colin
"Bas ically,
and drummer
we've
been
S c o t t
told that they
Un der wood
are go ing to
completed the
full -on go for it
band
in
and try to break
of L---------------------' this song and
January
1995. "The
this
band,"
night that Scott and Charlie moved there, Stafford said.
we started rehearsing as a band in my litSo Tra in continues to do what they do
tle apartment, rehearsing acoustically," best, which is play live in fron t of increasStafford said. "Like a week later, we ingly larger audiences. The band 's endplayed our first gig at a small bar."
less touring back and forth across the
It has been much of the same ever country, which has been virtually nonsince. Train sharpened their skills by stop for the past year and a half, gives
playing throughout northern Cal ifornia them more and more confidence. Each
unti l it was time to make an album. Train time they come around on tour, the band
produced thei r se lf-titled debut album and gets better as a unit. Their sound is fuller,
released it on local independent label their melodies are tighter and they just
Aware Records la\t February.
sound more comfortable together.
The album showcases the band's
See
on page 13
~ trongcst attributes, from Monahan 's
Vitality Editor

Train

How docs the songwriling process work for
you?
Pat Monahan: I have no
idea and I hope I never
know.

the snow just covered it. We had a snowball fight in the room, but it was so freezing.
Pal, where do you buy all of your
onslage clothes?
PM: I have my pants made in L.A. by the
girl who does No Doubt's clothes and
Marilyn Manson's clothes. Her name is
Debbie and she makes my pants. And my
shirts, when I run into something I dig, I
get it.
What annoys you about society?
PM: People who, while
being ridiculous, wi II
diss their neighbor for
how ridiculous they are.
Explain.
PM: I met some people
in Washington, D.C. that
were backstage with us,
hanging out with the
band, telling us how disgusting groupies were.
(laughs)

In a year, where do you
see you rselves?
JS: I see "Meet Virginia"
being a hit single, I hope.
[The record company
executives] think it's
If you were going to a
costume party as the
going to be. So I think that
in a year from now, we'll
Sp ice Girls (there's
have two or three singles
five guys in Train and
ofT the record hopefully
there were five Spice
and be touring the country, ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' G irls), who would be
playing large venues
who?
opening for big bands like the Tom Pettys Scott Underwood: I'd be the Spice Girl
of the world and also doing our own who quit.
headlining large club tour. Because hope- J S: I think we all would.
full y by then, (smiles) we ' ll be all over
the airwaves, TV and radio, and we'll be (The song "I Am" lists a number of
able to sell out those size rooms and just things that Monahan bas never done. I
be a working, functional , self-sufficient was wondering if the song still held
band. That is our goal. To tum people on true.) Have you bad lime to read about
to our music and meet new fans.
Uncle Tom?
PM: No. I actually hope to make that
Is there on e song that you arc just sick song irrelevant.
of playing?
So you're just checking things off?
JS: No. Not me personally. You ' d think PM: That's right. I've never been on a
that we would get tired of playing "Meet train. I've never seen a rodeo. I've never
Virgi nia" every night or "Free" because crashed in the desert. I' ve never done a
those are the two singles. But I look for- lot of those things. So it still holds true for
ward to them every night because you the most part.
know that everybody in
the audience is going to
What is yo ur
light up as soon as they
favorite
icc
recogni ze the first few
cream?
notes of the song. As
PM: I would say
long as the people like
mint choco late
the music, I wi ll play it.
chip.
JS: It's gotta be
What is your favorite
one of the many
city?
Ben & Jerry's
J S: Ch icago is our
flavors : Phish
home away from home.
Food. I love Ben
& Jerry's Phish
What's the most interFood.
esting sight yo u've
Favorite food?
seen while driving
PM: Sushi.
across Ibe U.S.?
JS: Sushi.
PM : The living vacuum cleaners all around
Have you read
the country: the cows.
a good book
1
They just sit there kind 'v•.onunun
lately?
of next to the earth .
JS: I can 't read
on the road
Do you guys have a " worst lour experi- because I get van-sick.
ence"?
PM: I did just buy "The Little Prince." I
J S: There was an all-time low. We were was told that I should buy it.
driving through Kansas in the wintertime, I read that in school. It's bard to read
and we had to stop because they were in French when you're in 8th gr a de.
closing the freeway because it was too PM: Yeah, it's hard to read in French
icy. So we stopped in a place called when you're 2 10.
Russell, Kansas, home of Bob Dole, and
all the nice hotels were filled. We ended Finally, where can I "Meet Virginia"?
up staying in this dumpy hotel and when PM: I wish I knew. If you find out, let me
we opened up our room, there was a know. She's the ultimate personality, I
snowdrift inside of the room - over the think.
top of the heater. The heater was on and

'-----=----;;_________.
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The Roots hip-hoppin', beat-droppin', smoothrockin' sounds play out at the House of Blues
By Benjamin T rccroci

by Das EFX to the already eager crowd.
When the OJ sudden ly stopped the turntables and the
lights went down, the strange sound of cowbells began emaWhile the current state of hip-hop is being dictated by nating from the upper annals of the House of Bl ues. For
mamstream madness (My name is ... or It ain' t my fa ult .. . nearly two minutes, ?uestlove, Hub, Black Thought, Kamal
Otd I do that?) those who appreciate real h ip-hop are being and Mal ik of T he Roots held the pulse of the crowd with
left out in the cold.
every beat of the cowbells.
That need for innovative beats over now ing ly rics was
Once they took to the stage, they broke into "Table of
finally met this past Sunday/Monday at the House o f Blues Contents (Parts I & 2) oiTThings Fall Apart. The crow, that
as The Roots and Common of Chicago were put on d isplay already braved the near freezing March temperatures while
to hundred s of third shift hip-hop fans.
waiting in the never-ending line and the I a.m. starting time,
The Philadelphia-based organic hip-hop jazz group, T he was definitely into this show from the beginni ng. After
Roots, are just coming oiTthere near platinum fourth album , highlighting other songs oiT their recent release, they began
things fall apart, so their sounds would still be fresh, as they on "Proceed" when Common appeared in an African poncho
highlighted most of the show from this most recent album.
and grabbed the mic and went to town. Common fi rst solo
The Roots debuted in '93 with their first LP, "Organix." song was "Resurrection" and then with The Roots serving as
"Organix" had all the elemen ts that separate T he Roots from De La Soul he dropped "The Bizness" on the crowd, " I' m the
other hip-hop groups live jazz, beat-boxing and otherwise C to the 0 double M- 0- Nand think how I' m gonna win.
improv isational sty le. T he a lbum re-released in '97 includ- (DeLa Soul 96's Stakes is High).
ed the song. "Fore ign O bjects," the longest posse hit in hisInstead o f going through diiTerent sets, The Roots and
tory, according to The Roots.
Common shared the stage to perfection,
While the album did disp lay their
including the two songs they worked
budding talents, it was very raw and
together on, "UN Iverse at War" and
not as sharp as the fo ll owing
"Act Too (The Love of My Life)."
albums.
On "Act Too" one of the most grip"Do You Want More?" re leased
ping songs oiT of Things Fall Apart,
in '94 would be the defining step in
Com mon and T he Roots detail the
the evolution of The Roots. The
changes and trends in hip-hop over a
acid-jazz type beat. The song does have
album which included their first
major hit, ''Proceed," which would
a strong familiari ty to Common's "i
later be remixed four times with
used to love her ... ''
such artists as Bahamadia and The
During their last show at The House
Pharcyde, would put The Roots on
of Blues in May of last year with
the hip-hop map fo rever. The
Good ie Mob, The Roots relied more on
their improvisational style than actual
albums also included such gems as
"Silent Treatment," w hich dealt
music off their albums. inc luding
with the tribulations of a man g iven
Rahzel "Godfather ofNoyze" beat-boxthe silent treatment by his girl and
ing for nearly thirty minutes.
the title track, "Do You Want
Whi le that show was entertain ing,
More?''
and d id show al l of the talents that exist within the crew, it
Only 1996's "llladelph halnife," The Roots brought the did become a littl e long and monotonous for those who
jazz element to the forefront. The album included a sure shot wanted to hear T he Roots. So thi s recent show was fresh to
jam with ''Concerto of the Desperado" as well "What They hear the sounds that have been blari ng through headphones
Do" which detailed the fascination that rappers have with and stereos everywhere.
As the show went on, it was clear The Roots and
their image and style and not with the content of their music.
llladelph halnife was packed w ith guest spots such as Common had the crowd in the palms of their hands. In one
D'Angelo on the smooth song, " Hypnotic," and also brought instance, Malik and ?uestlove instructed the crowd into a
type of military march, with most of the crowd following.
Common into The Roots ci rcle with "UN iverse at War."
While most of the crowd had to be real hip-hop veterans,
Common, straight from the South Side of Chicago, has
been bringing his retrospective of- his life into the ears of their may have been some new-comers who had heard the
hip-hip fans for over seven years now. Common, who new hip-hop ballad, "You Got Me" with R & B queen,
debuted in 1992 with "Can I Borrow a Dol lar?," has put the Erykah Badu, which has been played every few hours on
city of Chicago into the hip-hop hat with his rhymes that WGCI or even MTV. Much to the disappointment, Badu
have included references to his hometown such as, " ... fake wasn 't there, but Jill Scott (who actually wrote Badu's hook
like that party at McCorrnick Place ... at times I contemplate . in the song), fil led in more than admirably. She nearly took
moving to a warmer place, but the lake and sky line give me over the show duri ng her time behind the mic, practically
making love to the mic not too mention burping on it.
a warm embrace... "
Common spat out a surprise with, "Soul By The Pound"
Common's first breakthrough of immortal ity into the hiphop world would be, " I used to love her ... " oiT his second oiT his first album, but after that just hung out and interjectalbum , 1994's "Resurrection." The song was not about an ed a few lines into The Roots songs. He only did perform
ex-girlfriend, but rather the current state o f hip-hop. It not s ix of his own songs, but actually seeing one of Chicago's
on ly brought o ut his ski lls behind the mic but also showed own was worth it.
Nearing the end of the show, Kamal-keyboards, ?uestlove
his creative sense, a sure class ic.
As w ith The Roots, Common 's third album, 1997's "One and Hub-bass all went into so lo sessions that included
Day It ' ll All Make Sense" would be filled with special everything from the theme from the Pink Panther to Jay-Z's
appearances by such luminaries as Cee-Lo of Good ie Mob, "Hard Knock Life" jam.
The show was definitely hip-hop at its finest, The Roots
Q-Tip of A Tribe Called Quest , Erykah Badu and Lauryn
Hill on the moving track about possible abortion, and Common showed exactly why hip-hop can be and
should
be a powerful source of enterta inment and enlighten"Retrospect for Life."
The show kicked oiT with DJ Ferris Thomas of WGC I ment. Not only did they show their ta lents behind the mic
107.5 FM spun pre-show jams that included such gems as but also they brought hundreds of fans out of bed to see real
"The Choice is Yours" by Black Sheep and "They Want Efx" hip-hop music.
Managing/Sports Editor

Train
Continued from page 12
Sta fford, who hails from downstate Morris, Ill., has
grown so accustomed to the road, that he feel s a bit odd
when he does go home. " I' m so used to
be ing on the road," he said, "that bei ng
home now has become the uncomfortable part of my life."
When he does make it home, however, a very gracious fami ly greets
him. Hi s parents make it to every
Chicago show, and they usually bring
some other relatives and friends along
for the trip. His mother also puts out
her own news letter, w hich updates fan s
on her son 's band and its travels across
the country.
StaiTord 's parents have always supported hi s life. "Ever since day one,"
Train 's guitarist sai d. "They've just
al ways been there so much that it made
such a huge diiTerence. Whatever I
wanted to do, they were there for me.
They never held me back."
T hi s posi ti ve upbringing . gives
Train another quality that may JUSt be
their bri ghtest. It 's the ir persona l
approach with the fan s. After every
show the band takes time out to speak
with the members of the audience. It 's

a characteristic that makes Train that much easier to enjoy.
Tra in returns to Chicago this Friday night, when they will
head line a concert at the Metro (3730 N. Clark). Tickets are
only $1 2.50 ($15 at the door), and can be purchased at the
Metro box office or through Ticketmaster. Expect a strong
set that should feature most of their debut album, as well as
some currently unreleased tracks like
" Flatfoot" and "The Gas." You may
also hear a few covers mixed in to
the show.
One of the crowd favorites at any
Train performance is their rendition
o f Led Zeppelin's "Ramble On,"
when Monahan 's voice transforms
him into a perfect match for Robert
Plant. If you didn 't happen to be
watching the stage during this song,
you may be foo led into thinking that
it actually is Plant up there pouring
h is heart into the lyrics.
Train has all of the quali ties that
can make anybody a believer and if
things keep moving at this pace,
nothing is going to stop them.
" I've always believed that a good
band with good songs, if they could
perform their songs well li ve, would
be successful because people all over
the world love music," Sta fford
exp lained . " Music is the universal
thing that everybody can grasp."
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"EDtv" a must-see
By Katie Celani
By Adam Heuo
Correspondent

In last summer 's hit "The Truman Show,"
director Peter Weir brought to the screen a highly imaginative film about a man whose entire
life is a 24-hour television broadcast. And now,
thanks to a new comedy "EDtv," so has Ron
Howard. Despite many obvious similarities
between these two films, it is clear that one is
not the rip-ofT of the other. "Truman's" title
character, who is decei ved of the true nature of
his world in a controlled studio, embarks on a
creative journey o f self-discovery. In "EDtv,"
however, the man in question (Matthew
McConaughey) volunteers his pri vacy to entertain the masses with hi s gritty, average exi stence. While the earl ier film may have been
more intriguing and inspiring, Ron Howard 's
latest installment is more realistic and a tad funnier.

In a quest for big ratings in cable, a new network emerges: True T V, whose creative producer, Cynthia (Ellen Degeneres) comes up
with the idea to show a live audience the most
realistic drama ever put in the air- average
middle class America. After a nationwide
search, she finds Ed Pekurny, a video store
clerk from Texas whose favorite pastime is
watching TV while going to the bathroom via
an elaborate use of mirrors. As
soon as he is put on the air, his
life becomes an open book to all,
from the second he wakes up in
the morning to scratch himself to
the moment he steals a kiss from
a new love interest (Jenna
Elfman). Though media commentators are quick to make this
new programming the subject of
ridicule, millions of average TV
watchers latch on to Ed's daily
di lemmas and make him a
national celebri ty.
These situations open up for
some all out hilarious moments
as Ed's entire family is forced
onto the air just to talk to him.
Woody Harrelson is especially

funny as
E d ' s
brother,
Ray, who
welcomes
the opportunity to
air out his
own dirty
laundry :
The comedy works
at its best
as
Ed
deve lops
a relationship with
hi s
TV
audience.
As
he .___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,
reveals his inner thoughts and feelings to the
huddle of cameras and sound operators around
him, the audience can identify with his overexposed, quirky lifestyle and the places that it
takes him. The scenes grab the viewers' attention in their realistic, everyday quality, while a
constant array of one-liners leave spectators'
comedy cravings satisfied.
The filmmaking style is also quite impress ive and fluid. Though we are given perspectives from handfuls of Ed's
audience, the flow between
them, the ir TV sets, Ed's family members (who are of
course always watching), and
Ed's own point of view is
sleek and perfectly edited.
Overall, Howard and company pull off an extremely entertaining and interesting film.
The struggle of fame vs. privacy is down to earth and presented in fresh new ways
throughout the movie. And
although the idea behind the
story is one you may have
heard before, "EDtv" is anything but stale; it is imaginative and hilarious. .

Staff Writer

What is there to do on a night out
in the South loop? To most of us,
nothing comes to mind. However it
turns out that one of the hottest
places in the city is right around the
comer. Literally. The aptly named
HotHouse, located on Balbo
between Wabash and State Street is
great place to go for a drink, or to
spend the evening dancing, any
night of the week.
Though it is easy to miss from the
outside, what is inside is hard to forget. The interior design is modeled
after 1930s and ' 40s piano and
swing bars. The small bar is set in
the comer and a large seating area
with horseshoe shaped booths, covered in
Leather creep around the walls.
The bright pale pink walls are
draped in artwork. The artwork is
particularly noticeable because all
the pieces represent different art
periods. There is a huge African
mural on one wall next to a still life
painting of wine and fruit. In addition, there are many contemporary
and classical paintings that make for
interesting bar conversation.
Though the decor leaves a
remarkable first impression, the
main attraction in the HotHouse is
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dancing. The HotHouse offers live
bands every night of the week from
a variety of different music styles.
The all-over-again popularity of the
big band and swing dancing is evident here as well. "Every night a big
band is playing, we always get a
crowd of what seems like professional dancers right down to the vintage outfits," said one bartender.
Rachel Wright, a frequent visitor to
the HotHouse, says, "The atmosphere is relaxing, the crowd is classy
and the dancing is fabulous even just
to watch." She also said that the
variety of music keeps an interesting
" flow of people every night," ensuring that it's never a dull evening at
the HotHouse.
Since opening last May, the bartender says they get a "decent
crowd" almost every night and that
jazz and swing bands rank among
the most popular. The bar serves
almost any kind of drink you could
think of, as well as beer, even some
good imported beer. And for all of
us cost conscious students they offer
drink specials on some nights during
the week. So when in search of
somewhere to go for great music,
great dancing or to relax and watch
the people who know how to dance,
check out the hot spot of the South
Loop, the HotHouse.
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Universa\ Vi£.tures and The C.o\umbia
C.hroni£.\e Invite You and a Gtuest to Have
the Time of Your Life'
SHARE IT WITH

SOMEONE YOU lOVE

RECEIVED
MAR 2 9 1999
COLUMBIA
COLLEGE LmRARY

For your chance to win tickets to this outrageous new comedy _
starring Eddie Murphy and Martin Lawrence, simply stop by
The Columbia Chronicle office [Wabash Bldg. Suite 205).

Passes are available starting Tuesday, March 30th.
Passes are available on a fir st-come, first-served basis. Each pass adm its two. Only one pass per person, please.

un opens at theatres nationwide
on April 16th !
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Stop by the Chronicle Offi ce, Room 205, Wabash Building, to pick up a free ticket (Admit Two)
to a Special Adva nce Showing of Warner Bros' wry, quirky, hip film gris (not noir), "Goodbye lover,"
which Daily Variety has called "sexy, twisty and comic," while The Hollywood Reporter
has described it as "an erotic thriller, spiked wifh nasty entanglements and murderous deeds,"
at the Fine Arts Theatre on Wednesday, April 7.
Tickets are available while supplies last on a first -come, fi rst-served basis.

"Goodb e Lover" OPENS EVERYWHERE ON FRIDAY, APRIL 16.
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SPECIAL
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SCREENING

Thursday, Apri'l 8, 7:30PM
Pipers Alley Theatre
(1608 N. WELLS STREET • CHICAGO)

Pick up a free ticket (admit two) at the Chronicle Office, Room 205, Wabash Building.
No purchase necessary. Tickets are available while supplies last on a first-come, first-served basis.
Employees of participating partners are ineligible.
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Free Tickets !!!!!
Sophie Mareeau
A

comedy about a guy who would do anything
to get the girl of his dreams - and did!

Los
Stop by the Chronicle Office, Room 205, Wabash Building, to pick up a free ticket (Admit 1\vo)
to a Special Advance Showing of "Lost & Found," at the Pipers Alley Theatre Monday, April12.

Tickets are available while suppli es last on a first-come, first-served basis.

"Lost & Found" OPENS EVERYWHERE ON FRIDAY, APRIL 23.
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Fiction Writing Department's

I
AnN:

COLLEGE
STUDENTS
Long term temporary data
entry positions now
available for 1st, 2nd &
3rd shifts including
weekends. Individuals with
a minimum of 10,000
KPH with 90% accuracy,
experienced hardworking
and dependable only
need apply. Contact
Lizette for on appointment.

Moscow Summer Session

~

June 20-Ju/y 26, 1999

~

You don't have to be a fiction writer to join us.
Courses are available for all students.

~
~
~

Story and Journal
Fiction Seminar
~
Taught by full-time faculty Ann Hemenway
~ Critical Reading and Writing: Classical Russian
~
Masterpieces
~Critical Reading and Writing: Contemporary Russian
~
Authors
~ Taught by Russian writer and scholar Mark Davidov
~ All courses are offered for undergraduate and graduate credit.

I
~
~
~
~
~
~

~ •

~
~
PH: 312·346·7272
FAX: 312·346·7339

~

~

Estimated Costs:
• $700.00 for airfare
• $1400.00 for food and lodging
(single room in secure dorm, individual bathroom,
refrigerator, phone)
• Cultural programs: under $400.00
• Class tuition and fees
$1200.00 deposit (airfare, 1/31odging) by April1 5

For Information Contact
Ann Hemenway at 312/344-7619 or
E-mail Mark Davidov at MARKDAVIDO@aol.com

~

Participation is through Columbia College Chicago. Tuition,
~ fees, and financial aid, when applicable, through Columbia
~
Colle e.

Alcohol Awamess Certification
Picture J.D. in ONE HOUR
Illinois State Board of Education Approved

Lowest Tuition in Chicago Land Area
24 Hour Job Hotline

5ovth 5icAe Locatio . .

Ron D'Amore
708-430-7711
No vth 5icAe

Mike Scanl
773-248-8888
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CALl FOR ENTRl
CoiQmbia Colleqe (bicaqo i~ plea~ed to aoooQoce a call /or paiotioQ~.
drawioQ~. and pbotoqrapby bY wrreot (OIQmbia (olleqe ~tudeot~.
A Panel of Jurors will select top submissions for display in the Undergraduate Admissions office .
Work will be judged on the basis of creative excellence and craftsmanship .

BWBRD~

/or TOP eotrie~ will be /rom ~7;@@ per piece.
Other award~ will raoqe /rom ~U@@ q® ~@@ per piece.
All Submissions must be presented in slide form, and must be original.
No Copies or derivatives will be accepted.
Winning selections will become property of Columbia College Chicago to display as apprpriate .

DEADtJNE DATE:
can pick up an application /orm at
600 ~- ffiict>iqan Bve .. room )00
B~~ociate Provo~t 0//ice /or ~tudent B//air~

lntere~ted ~tudent~

The la!t cAay to

withcAvaw {Vof"\
cla!fef if
Apvil 1bl 1~~~

MARCH 29. 1999
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eiiMMER .lOBe

Bite Oh!cago R.enful &Tours
acceptrng applications for:
I. Ass istant Manager
2. Bicycle Renters
3. Tour G uide
4. Experienced bicycle mechanic

Marlreting

ComiilUnicaiion

proven shop experience a must.

Advertising, marketing, public relations-exeiting and interesti ng
fields. bvt how do you get Into them?

Great outdoor working environment
at our Navy Pier location

Our master's degree in Markl;!tin!;l C~Jrtlmt,!l'liCelioo ean teach you the
kind of &lUlls that corporations, adVertising agencies, and marketing
firms seek. You will learn how the tool$. in the- eommunicatio~ ·pto·
fession are integrated into an effective, overall marketing Sltat~y.
Faculty members drawn from the profftSion
guld$ you thmugh
each of the courses.

312-755-0488

w!JI

Vidal Sassoon

The program consists one: cours$$ ~~ed ye~Jr-!'Ound orr the quarter
system.Courses meet ·one evening·.a· ,..
11 weeks at liT'$
Downtown Chicago Ca~ Full' or ·Piik
students can complete the P~-ira

Haircuts $16
Mon-Wed. 10, 11 :45, 2:30 4:15

Internships a.r e avait.pl!(.

Services performed by licensed
cosmetologists enrolled in an advanced
training program.

'''

For mor.e lnft».,...lltlno

e-mail at degr~~m.

Water Tower 312-337-9497

¥he Fish

Hu~

724. S waha~p
312-922-2819
SE~FOOD

& SOUL FOOD

Monday - 'fliur~day: 10 aill - 1 aill
friday 1¥ Saturday: 10 aill - 3 aill
Sunday: 12 Pill - 11 Pill

We /eed the mind and the

~o<JI
l.

Featuring Sandwiches and Dinners
Cat/i~h.

perch.
~napper. Jack

~melt.

Oranqe Ro<JQhY. Red
~almon. and fi~h (, ChiP~.

Dinner~

InclUde l.

~Ide Item~

·

We serve fresh fried chicken
We also have tasty, mouth watering, Chicken wings

•

MARCH 29, 1999
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Classifie
Classifie
ssifi

The only way to s·ave money and make moneyji..

LITTLE WING FILMS PROD SERVS
Features, Docs, Shorts, M-Vids
773-782-4370 or 773-235-6164
Services for your budget!

SPRING BREAK BEACHES Daytona, Panama City,
Padre, Miami, Canc un, Jamaica, Bahamas, etc. Best Hotels,
prices, parties. Browse www. icpt.com.
Reps earn cash, free trips
Call Inter-Campus 800-327-60 13
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REASON #1 TO ADVERTISE IN. . . . .

. :IS AN EXCITING AND CONTEMPORARY NEWSPAPER:
liN AN ENVIRONMENT THAT WILL FURTHER THEI
:EFFECTIVENESS OF ADVERTISEMENTS FOR YOUR:
IAUDIENCE.
I

I
I

L-------------------------------~
By Billy O'Keefe
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BY DOUGLAS I S !GIIc0
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1. Baked ATt1<:hoke Foccaoa, Gouda Cheesea $3.00

2. Bumto Club... Turkey, Bacon, Mont. Jack w1th lettuce, Tomato, Salsa, Sour Creama - $3.50

3. Cashew Chtcken Salad- Romam~. Ch1cken, Grapes, Noodles, Honey Mustard Dressm91 $3.50

SOUPS

MONDAY

Cheddar Vegetable

TUESDAY

French Market

WEDNESDAY Smoked Turkey lenhl
THURSDAY

Cbtcken Vegetable

We eWe

((

loc dtecA

v~~ey

~Yov~~

S.

MONDAY- 'IHURSDAY
l5am-6:30pm

FRIDAY

!3am-3pm
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Need help planning &

organizing vour

fiA

•

upcoming event?

2 Free workshops

I Open to all Columbia St~r:-ts.J

..

1. Hovv to Organize and

Produce An Event
anct
2. Hovv to Develop and Write
An Event Proposal
\Ved ncsdcly,

...

MARCH 31, 1999

2:00PM

.

~ceo.

Presented in the ·

Student Center

311 Wabash Presented by the Hokin Center
Columbia College Ori.cago

•

RECEIVED
MAR 2 9 1999
COLlJ,I\lB~A

COLLEGE I.:Bl{A!(".

-Hawks freefall continues
By Lawrence Benedetto
Vitality Editor

It can't get any worse than this.
This has to be the lowest point as a Chicago
Blackhawks history. When Chris Chelios was traded last
Tuesday, my mind, my body and my heart collectively
stopped, completely stunned at the latest turn of events.
.How could the Chicago Blackhawks do this to their fans
' tor the third time in three years?
Fi rst, it was Jeremy Roenick, a gritty goal scorer who
wasn't afraid to hit anybody. Hawks' management could
'nl make "J.R." play by their rules when it came to a contract, so the fan favorite was shipped to Phoenix. In
exchange, Hawks fans have been forced to put up with
Alexei Zhamnov, a finesse player who has only performed
up to his expectations in spurts throughout his Chicago
career.
Second, it was Eddie Belfour, the outstanding goaltender who carried the Blackhawks too many times during
his years here. In the I 995 playoffs, it was his stellar performance alone that kept the Hawks alive, no better witnessed than during the Campbell Conference Finals
'~t?ainst the much more talented Detroit Red Wings. Fans
loved him, and every night he played, he received the
warm cries of "Edd-ie, Edd-ie" raining down from the
stands. But, once again, during the I 996-97 season, management decided it would be a bad idea to pay a marquee
player, so he was shipped to San Jose for Ulf Dahlen,
Michal Sykora and Chris Terreri. In other words, three
stiffs who did little to excite the fans and even less to help
the organization. Not once did I ever hear an "Uif-ie, Ulfie," chant coming from a Un ited Center crowd.
Now, this. Nothing can be worse than this . Chris
Chelios, the Ch icago-born, tough-as-nails defenseman
was made to be a Blackhawk. When the Blackhawks
brought him home by trading for him in I 990, he immed.iately became a fan favorite . In I 995, he became the

.
team's captain, and nobody seemed to be a better fit.
During the past two seasons, the Hawks have completely collapsed and become the worst team in the
Western Conference. It has been especially tough on
Chelios, the self-proclaimed "Blackhawk until the end of
my career." He has looked his age a few times this season,
but he was playing well since Lorne Molleken took over
as head coach.
Once again, Hawks' management stepped in with hardline tactics regarding their star's contract situation, and
they refused to grant Chelios's wish for a two-year extension. Chelios was hurt by the team 's Jack of support and
decided to allow General Manager Bob Murray to listen
to trade offers.
And listen he did.
Chelios was shipped to the hated Detroit Red Wings in
exchange for defenseman Anders Eriksson, a player who's
name you wi ll most likely soon forget, along whh a pair
of first-round draft choices. Since the Blackhawks have
proven in the last ten years that they are inept when it

comes to choosing young talent, don't expect much out of
those two picks.
Of all the teams in the National Hockey League, why
did it have to be Detroit? This never would have happened
ten years ago, when the Hawks and Dead Wings were themost bitter rivals in the league. By principle, Chicago
would have never dealt their beloved captain to the
despised hockey club from " Hockey Town U.S.A."
Who is to blame for thi~; unwarranted trade? Both sides
actually. Murray, owner Bill Wirtz and the ~est of Hawks'
management deserve much of the "credit" for dealing
Chelios. They continue to deny their stars the money and
respect they de~>erve, so their stars continue to walk away
from the organization. If he got a good deal, Wirtz would
probably trade away the Blackhawks' Indian-head logo,
the centerpiece of Chicago's storied organization.
On the other hand, Chelios deserves some of the blame
too. All year he claimed that he never wanted to leave the
team, that he wanted to finish his career in Chicago. Just
two months ago, when asked about the possibility of
being traded to Detroit, he answered with a defiant "No,"
saying that he "hated that place too much."
There must have been a change of heart from the most
quintessential Blackhawk since the days of Stan Mikita
and Bobby Hull. Chelios let the absorbent amount of
money Detroit offered get in the way with his solid stance
as a lifetime Chicago Blackhawk. That's more disappointing than the trade iti>elf.
When I saw highlights of Chelios skating onto the Joe
Louis Arena ice Wednesday night in a Dead Wings jersey,
it made me sick. For nine years, he defended the pride of
Chicago. In fact, he was the pride of Chicago. All of that
went out the window when he put the red-and-white
winged-spoke over his head.
Chelios will be sorely missed in Chicago, but his
departure is simply the next step in the Chicago
Blackhawks organization's downward spiral.

Can these kids really play?
By John Gelsomino
Sports Correspondent
The White Sox go into the upcoming season as one of
the youngest teams in baseball and subsequently, as a
team with one of the lowest payrolls.
. Ray Durham and Mike Caruso will hit at the top of the
order both coming of near .300 average campaigns. Frank
Thomas will assume his traditional third spot in the lineup with a new drive and focus.
Thomas came into camp this year nearly 15-20 pounds
lighter then last year, with a brighter attitude, and the
ambition to play first base again. He will provide stability
·;" the lineup and should have . many RB I opportunities
with the two speedsters ahead of him in the lineup.
Many are concerned with the Sox lineup following
Thomas, but this could prove to be very effective. Paul
Konerko is having a terrific spring and may be ready to
reach the potential that both the
Dodgers and Reds highly saw in
.the right handed slugger.
Konerko's abilities make him
the perfect cleanup hitter, he
just has to prove he can do it at
the major league level. Behind
Konerko is a player who is
going to be a fan favorite for
vears. Right Fielder Magglio·
i::lrdonez has a lively bat with
some power. He also proved to
be a good outfielder for the club
last year. Ordonez has the abi lity to be another Harold Baines.
Jeff Abbott will get his first
every day chance to play now
mat Albert Be lle departed for
Baltimore. Abbott has a fluid
bat with surpri sing pop, and
could be a twenty home run a
year g uy. He has been waiting for an everyday opportunity and here it is.
For years, third base was never a competition in spring
Juaining, but now that Robin Ventura has left, it is one of
the hottest battles of the spring. The contenders are Greg
Norton and Ca rlos Lee. Norton has been a utility infielder and a spot starter for the Sox the past couple years. He
has been streaky with the bat and hts defense has always
been a problem. Now that he can worry about playing one
posi tion instead of two, he can settle in and 1m prove hi s

game.
Carlos Lee, one of the best prospects in the Sox system. He played at Double-A last year and showed a potent
bat. Manager Jerry Manuel believes he could hit at the
major league level right now, but his defense needs work .
Centerfield is another job that will be fought for this
spring. The top contender is Brian Simmons, the switch
hitting youngster who played briefly with the big league
club last year after having a very successful minor league
campaign. The dark horse, at least at this point in his
career, is McKay Christiansen.
A very raw talent at age 22, but possesses brilliant
speed. Most Sox management believe he will need a little
more seasoning before being called up to the big club.
The catching situation will feature the White Sox version of the "three-headed monster" . All three catchers
Mark Johnson, Josh Paul, and Robert Machado are likely
to be on the roster opening day.
Machado is a good defensive
catcher with a weak bat. Johnson has
a good bat with average defensive
sk ills and Josh Paul has the ability to
excel in each category. Paul, a
Buffalo Grove native, is the most
highly thought of the Sox catching
prospects but the club does not want
to rush him. The White Sox haven't
had anyone like that since Carlton
Fisk.
The starting rotation consists of a
lot of young arms that have great
potential. James Baldw in had a
second half last season and
ace of the staff. Mike
the Sox most consistent
and gave them the
Snyder and Jim
are
young and raw and
to throw strikes. They both have
command of many pitches and can be very tough to hit
agains).
.
Then 1Aa
lt?e last of the bad apples the White
· ~<tJV hHC Moll<eill lilkdtd.drfTt[n&te, the underachieving
' fainie Navarro. Navarro hasn't done anything to help this
club in the two years he has been here. He has been a disgrace on the mound and a buffoon in the club house. The
White Sox are desperately trying to get rid of Jamie and
his overpriced salary of 5 million a year, but, as is expected, there is not a lot of interest. The Sox can just hope

'.:orteJ

Navarro can some
how help thi s club
in
some
way,
whether as a starter
or a reliever.
The bullpen had
a very strong finish
to the season and
specific roles were
designated. Bobby
Howry, the massive
hard throwing right
hander, wi II be the
closer. Howry was
outstanding for the
Sox last year and
proved he can be a
dominant force . Bill
Simas,
Keith
Foulke and Chad Bradford make up an adequate middle
relief scenario. Scott Eyre and Carlos Castillo have shown
signs of brilliance and of incompetence. The two long
relievers keys are throwing strikes and getting ahead in
the count.
The White Sox defense has to be better if they are
going to be successful. They lost a gold glover in Ventura
and replaced him with defensive question marks in either
Norton or Lee. Caruso needs to make improvements at
shortstop and cut down those 30 errors.
The outfield should be improved. Albert Belle was a
below average outfielder and he will be replaced by Jeff
Abbot who isn't great, but a better fielde r then Belle.
O rdonez is solid in right, and Simmons can cover ground
and has a good arm in center. The catchers wi II have to
contribute defensively if they cannot help the club with
their bats.
The White Sox should be able to carry some of the
momentum they reached in the second half over to this
season. It is extremely hard to guess what a team can do
when there are so many different possibilities. This team
could be really bad, average, or even above average. Their
talent level is very high but young and in-experienced. I
believe the club will finish 77-85, which would be very
respectable considering the experience, or lack of, this
club has . I believe they will be very streaky, they may win
five in a row and lose six in row at times this year.
Jerry Manuel has his job cut for him, but he is the proP.:
er fit for a c lub such as this and his year of experience wtll
help.

